
Language in Use - The Weather

Let's talk about the weather and practise your English skills!

 
How is the weather in England? Here the weather has _________ wonderful all week!
     was
     been
     be

 
It has been sunny and warm. We didn't have _________ rain all week.
     any
     some

 
Oh, lucky you! In England it _________ foggy all week. Today is the first bright day!
     are
     were
     was

 
But I know it is ______________ rain again tonight.
     going to
     doing
     will

 
Oh, sorry to hear that. After all the warm weather we _________ get a thunderstorm soon, I think.
     have
     doing
     will

 
I like thunderstorms! I like ______________ the lightning and listening to the thunder.
     watch
     watching
     watched

 
I find thunderstorms a bit ______________.
     scare
     scary
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Language in Use - The Weather

 
How many degrees do you _________ in England?
     has
     have

 
We ______________ get to about 20 degrees at this time of the year, but this year it is cold.
     should
     shouldn't
     have

 
It is actually much ______________ than last year. Last June I was in my T-shirt, not in my woolly jumper!
     colder
     cold
     coldest

 
Does it snow in winter where you live? Can you build ______________?
(Plural)
     snowmen
     snowman
     snowmans

 
Yes, we get _________ snow usually, but more often we get hail!
     any
     some

 
I don't like winter, it is _________ almost every day and freezing!
     cloudy
     cloudie
     cloud

 
Oh ok, we don't have many overcast days here. But the temperatures fall and it _________ colder. 
     gets
     get
     getting
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Language in Use - The Weather

 
I like autumn and winter though. After a hot spring and summer, it is _________ cosy with a hot tea!
     wonderful
     wonderfully
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